INDUSTRY ANALYST INTERNSHIP
Job description

WeForest (non-profit)
Position based in Belgium
Flexible schedule

Organization info
About Us
Founded 2009.
Mission: Our mission is to conserve and restore the ecological integrity of forests and landscapes, engaging communities to implement and deliver lasting solutions for climate, nature and people.
Programs: WeForest is a Belgium-based non-profit organization, which works with communities and local partners to develop scalable Forest Landscape Restoration projects mostly in tropical regions to sustain nature's diversity, benefit our climate, and support human well-being. Since 2009 we have grown very fast: after having restored 25,000ha in 2018, we recently developed a project capacity to reach a total of 85,000ha by 2025.

Position summary
The intern will support WeForest Accelerator’s team to further develop its knowledge and expertise on the industry.

Areas of responsibility
- Research, collect, clean, analyze and report on diverse topics related to WeForest’ ecosystem (ex: peers analysis);
- Draft presentations and papers on specific topics (ex: governance in NGO);
- Research and analysis in the design, development and implementation of an Accelerator program;
- Support the organizational strategy with the implementation of new processes and tools.

Skills/experience
- Currently pursuing a Master in Sustainability, of Law, in Business Administration or in Business Communication
- Highly inspired by our goal to make Earth a better, cooler place
- Ability to work in team as well as independently
- Agile, flexible, enthusiast, proactive, self-motivated, "can do" attitude
- Willing to work remotely and independently
- Great verbal and written communications skills
- Keen attention to details and adherence to deadlines
- Knowledge of Microsoft office applications such as excel
- Proficient in English but can be a French or Dutch native speaker

Period and duration
Minimum 2 months, ideally 3 months. Full time or part time.

How to apply
Please send your complete application to recruitment@weforest.org (mentioning the internship title in the subject of the email) which must include your resumé and motivation letter before October 24, 2021.